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1. Introduction
Global Consulting Solutions is pleased to present the Merrillville Community School Corporation (MCSC)
Program Audit as part of the Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion plan. MCSC has the potential to serve as a
model of an equitable environment without opportunity gaps in student achievement. Hence, this audit
report builds on MCSC’s legacy while recommending an equity-focused future trajectory.
The Global Consulting Solutions Audit Team (The Audit Team) designed this district-level audit process to
identify disparities in educational opportunities and analyze their relationships to student outcomes. The
purpose of this audit report is to:
•

Examine the existing organizational culture with an emphasis on diversity, equity, and inclusion;

•

Evaluate the district’s strengths and areas for growth to ensure students have the opportunities to excel
academically; and

•

Assist in identifying professional development and educational interventions to reduce student
achievement gaps, foster an equitable environment, and ensure success for all.

For the plan to produce the desired results, leadership must take action in a culture of commitment.

1.1 About MCSC
MCSC is a school district located in Merrillville, Indiana. It serves students and families across Ross
Township, which includes all of Merrillville and parts of the cities of Crown Point and Hobart. The district
consists of a Head Start Preschool Program, five elementary schools, an intermediate school, a middle
school, and a high school. There are roughly 6,000 students in total. The district enrollment is forecast to
decrease by 4.3% (-4.3%), or 272 students, between 2018 and 2024.1
1 2020

Merrillville, Indiana demographic study.
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MCSC contains a diverse student population: 61%
African American, 11% Caucasian, 20% Hispanic,
and 8% other ethnicities. Approximately 64% of
the population is considered economically
disadvantaged and seven schools are Title 1.
Only 3% of students are English Language
Learners.

State assessments measure student proficiency
in grades 3–12. These data show that MCSC
continues to see racially-predictable disparities
and a perception of disparities in discipline and
academic expectations. MCSC has not met the
expected proficiency targets on any assessment
since 2017. The percentage of proficiency is
lower on all assessments compared to the
average for the state of Indiana, except for
Reading Proficiency scores for third grade.2
2 MCSC

Desk Audit, 2022.

Table 1 Student Groups

Table 2 Disaggregated English/ LA data

Asian

English/Language Arts
Proficiency Grades 3-8

0.8%

Race/Ethnicity

Black/Africa-American

61.9%

Asian

61.5%
Hawaiian or Pacific Islander

0.0%

Black/Africa-American

40.4%
Hispanic

19.9%

Hawaiian or Pacific Islander

N*
Multiracial

5.7%

Hispanic

45.9%
Native American

0.1%

Multiracial

51.0%
White

11.5%

Native American

N*
How are various student
groups represented?

White

55.9%

63.8%

3.0%

15.3%

Economically
Disadvantaged

English
Learners

Students with
Disabilities
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Table 3 Disaggregated math data

Table 4 Disaggregated Math data

Mathematics Proficiency Grades 3-8

Mathematics Proficiency Grades 10

Race/Ethnicity

Race/Ethnicity

Asian

Asian

N*

80.8%
Black/Africa-American

Black/Africa-American

39.1%
Hawaiian or Pacific Islander

11.7%
Hawaiian or Pacific Islander

N*
Hispanic

N*
Hispanic

49.0%
Multiracial

15.5%
Multiracial

53.8%
Native American

26.1%
Native American

N*
White

N*
White

59.7%

Disaggregated data by race/ethnicity show that
proficiency percentages are fairly consistent in
grades 3–8 for English/Language Proficiency
and grades 3–8 Mathematics. Grade 10 data
shows that the proficiency percentage for white
students nearly doubles that of diverse ethnic
students. The same disaggregated data reveals
widening gaps (20–40%) in third and eighth grade
Math between African American students and
their white and Asian colleagues.

36.6%

For tenth-grade Math, a 21%–25% gap exists
between African American and Hispanic
students and their white colleagues. The gaps
are
also
widening
for
economically
disadvantaged students, English Language
Learners, and students with disabilities. On the
other hand, the gaps appear to be closing
between all student groups for grade 3 Reading
Proficiency except students with disabilities.3
3 https://inview.doe.in.gov/-Student

Achievement

Data source: 2018–2019.
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Table 5 Graduation Data
Diploma Strength
Race/Ethnicity
Asian

N*
Black/Africa-American

68.0%

Graduation
measures
whether
students
successfully completed all requirements to
move on from high school. Diploma strength
measures whether students completed the
requirements of Indiana’s Core 40 diploma
designation or higher, and did not receive a
waiver from any graduation requirements.
MCSC’s graduation rate is higher than the state
average, with 93% of the economically
disadvantaged population graduating in four
years. All other ethnicities have a higher
graduation percentage than the white student
rate. While these percentages are higher than
the state average graduation rate, the diploma
strength is lower.

Hawaiian or Pacific Islander

N*
Hispanic

Table 6 Graduation Data
Student graduating within 4 Years

67.0%

90.6%
State Average 87.0%

Multiracial

78.6%

Diploma Strength

68.1%
State Average 79.1%

Native American

N*
White

63.2%

Student Groups
Economically Disadvantaged

38.9%
English Learners

N*
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Table 7 Types of Diplomas
Information on Indiana diploma requirements
may be found at
https://www/done.in.gov/graduation-pathway
General

24.8%
State Average 9.0%

Core 40

55.4%
State Average 50.8%

Honors

19.8%
State Average 40.3%

Waiver Graduates

0.0%
State Average 0.2%

Table 8 Diplomas by Student Group
STUDENT GROUP

GRADUATE DIPLOMA DESIGNATIONS %
GENERAL

CORE 40

HONORS

WAIVER GRAD

N

N

N

N

26%

57%

17%

0

N

N

N

N

Hispanic

24%

51%

25%

0

Multicultural

15%

62%

23%

0

N

N

N

N

White

27%

51%

22%

0

Economically Disadvantaged

26%

57%

17%

0

N

N

N

N

59%

41%

0

0

Asian
Black/AA
Hawaiian/Pac. Islander

Native Am.

English Learners
Students w Disabilities

According to the Indiana State Accountability System, used for rating and evaluating schools and districts
on a scale from “A” to “F”, the district received a “B” accountability rating for applicable indicators: Student
Proficiency, Student Growth and Graduation, and College and Career Readiness. The corporation has held
this rating for three years, from 2017 to 2020.4
4 https://inview.doe.in.gov/,

2021 MCSC Annual Performance Report APR, 2022 MCSC Desk Audit.
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1.2 Commendations
The Audit Team acknowledges
the district’s many successes. The
Equity Survey data shows MCSC
has resolved to address systemic
conditions that contribute to
pervasive disparities in student
achievement and opportunity and
stakeholder dissatisfaction. This is
already resulting in meaningful
student growth.

MCSC’s many successes include:

While the pandemic forced the district to expedite and scale the
utilization of technology, there had been a consistent practice of
investing strongly in resources for the students, particularly in
technology.

School leaders are very supportive of teaching and learning.

The culture and commitment has been one of the reasons
why we’ve stayed in Merrillville. All my kids LOVE Wood
Elementary.”
The availability of programs including academic clubs,
extracurricular activities, and athletic offerings for students is
robust.

The administration has a history of pulsing and surveying the
staff, students and parents and in many contexts, has developed
a culture of data-driven decision-making. This was confirmed by
the data collection phase and desk audit process performed by
the Audit Team.

Fostering supportive staff members, including teachers and
counselors, who work meticulously to support students.

I love working with the kids. I love working in a Minority
majority teaching environment.”

The percentage of overall minority teaching/administrator
increased showing a consistent upward trend 2013-2021. 2021
minority hiring increased by 13% after a decrease of 13% for
2019-2020.

MCSC data also indicates a culture of valuing diversity. MCSC’s
graduation rate is higher than the state average, with 93% of the
economically disadvantaged population graduating in four (4)
years. With an average attendance rate of 95%, most of the 6,023
students enrolled are diligently attending classes.

Of leadership respondents to the survey, 90% agreed
or strongly agreed to this statement:
This district values diversity and works to make sure policies,
communications, and directives are inclusive and respectful.”

Global Consulting Solutions
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Additional Commendations:
•

Good working relationship between MCSC
Board of Directors and administration.

•

School staff, students, and leadership freely
welcomed and shared information with the
Audit Team.

•

•

•

•

In some observed classrooms, teachers
aligned
instruction
to
clearly-written
objectives.
Assessors
saw
students
completing authentic work using higher-order
and critical thinking skills at depth-ofknowledge level two.

MCSC
demonstrated
an
ongoing
commitment to diversity, equity, and
inclusion.

•

Observers noted that most schools have
safety protocols in place, as evidenced by
posted procedures.

Teaching staff have a culture of mutual trust
and support. Assessors noted sharing and
collaboration, particularly in grade-level
teams.

•

Diversity in central office leadership team.

•

Assessors observed collaborative planning
between teachers teaching the same grade
and content (e.g., eighth-grade science).

•

Several students shared that they feel safe
around teachers. They know that if they have
a problem, they can go to teachers for
assistance.

•

The MCSC superintendent developed the 90Day Plan to identify key staff, initiatives,
trends, and needs. In addition, the
superintendent conducts listening tours on
each campus twice each year in the spring
and fall.

•

MCSC has a variety of strategies, policies, and
procedures in place to address and promote
DEI opportunities. And 90% of surveyed
leadership agreed or strongly agreed that
MCSC values diversity and works to see that
policies, communications, and directives are
inclusive and respectful.

Overall, most staff members appear to
genuinely care about students and want
them to be successful. Staff spoke highly of
their administrators and believe they do their
best to support them.

•

Teachers consistently incorporate technology
into lessons using Google Classroom, other
programs, and assessment software to
support student engagement and learning.

•

Certified staff members appear to attempt to
focus on student equity despite outside
influences i.e., scheduling, students lagging
behind due to COVID and training.

•

Trend data shows that almost 90% of K–5 and
85% of 6-12 students believe their teachers
care about them.

•

Most physical spaces and classrooms
facilitate movement and interaction. Staff
members described the schools as warm and
welcoming to students and the community.

•

Staff members said MCSC is inviting to the
community and families. They reported that
they welcome parents to the school through
PTO, parent-teacher conferences, and
academic programs.

•

Interactions between staff members in
hallways, common areas, and class transitions
at most schools seemed cordial, positive, and
respectful.

•

Staff members shared that on the district
level, the superintendent is supportive and
has started a book study group.

Global Consulting Solutions
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2. Process and methodology
The Audit Team’s audit process and methodology was collaborative. Team members gathered data from
various MCSC sources and perspectives, including:

Parent/family
surveys

Staff surveys

Student surveys

School
interviews

School
observations

Reviews of
documents

Comprehensive
desk audit

Table 9 Breakdown of data sources
Type

Quantity

Description

Surveys

Family–220
Leadership–20
Certified–204
Classified–54
Student–237

A unique set of questions aligned to different stakeholders.
Stakeholders that answered them include certified staff, classified
staff, students, families, and district leadership. They submitted
answers anonymously.

Interviews

Certified–116
Classified–69
Student–253
Administrative–13
Central office–13

A unique set of questions centered around equity. The Audit
Team asked the questions. The team heard different stakeholder
voices and documented the information anonymously.

School
observations

Elementary–18
Middle–10
High–11

Visible and audible observations focused on equity and culture
obtained during on-site visits.

Desk audit

Detailed analysis of over
40 MCSC-provided
documents and
policies5

A collection of documents, information, and data analyzed prior to
the on-site visit.

After collecting the data, the Audit Team applied a variety of quantitative and qualitative analyses to
understand the degree of equity in MCSC. Collected data and results of the analyses are presented in the
next section.
5 School/corporation

strategic plans, professional development plans, achievement data, school/corporation improvement plans, school board policies and meeting minutes,
data, FACE survey, disaggregated discipline data, Indiana Department of Education Assessment Data

1survey
data, 90-day
entrydemographic
report, teacher
retention
2020 Merrillville,
Indiana
study.
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3. Data and results
3.1 Overviews by stakeholder group
3.1.1 Certified personnel
When looking holistically at responses from certified personnel data, about half of the individuals agreed
on nearly all topics. Although there were a few outliers, there is a clear, split opinion on equity within the
MCSC certified staff. Shared areas of concern are the discipline process and behavioral expectations.
Another shared concern from this group is the lack of support from leadership and administration.

Figure 1 Certified personnel responses to
school-wide discipline plan

Figure 2 Certified personnel responses to
members feeling valued

A positive proactive school-wide discipline
plan is applied consistently and fairly
across this school.

Staff members feel valued and listened to by
the school leadership and administration.

2.9%
7.8%
10.8%

24.5%

8.4%

19.1%

21.6%
35.8%

28.9%

40.2%

Strongly disagree 24.5%

Disagree 40.2%

Strongly disagree 19.1%

Disagree 28.9%

Agree 21.6%

Strongly agree 10.8%

Agree 35.8%

Strongly agree 8.4%

Unable to answer 2.9%

Global Consulting Solutions
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Figure 3 Certified personnel responses to
collaboration opportunities

Figure 4 Certified personnel responses to
hearing hurtful comments

School leadership gives staff the same
opportunities to participate collaboratively
in decision making for the school.

I hear hurtful comments about students based
on race, gender, sexual orientation, religion,
disabilities, etc. from other adults in my school.
2.0% 1.4%

9.3%
9.8%
15.7%

8.9%

42.2%
34.3%
37.7%

38.7%

Strongly disagree 9.8%

Disagree 34.3%

Strongly disagree 42.2%

Disagree 38.7%

Agree 37.7%

Strongly agree 8.9%

Agree 15.7%

Strongly agree 2.0%

Unable to answer 9.3%

Unable to answer 1.4%

Areas of strength are also consistent with few
outliers. Staff members communicated that they
are dedicated to students regardless of the
barriers to doing so. Certified staff members
appear to focus on student equity despite
outside influences i.e., scheduling, students
lagging behind due to COVID and training.

Global Consulting Solutions
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3.1.2 Classified personnel data

3.1.3 Other staff member data

Data gathered from classified personnel through
anonymous survey answers show a common
trend similar to that of the certified personnel
data. Half of the staff expressed that there are
few equity issues, while the other half strongly
agreed that growth is needed in many areas.
Alarmingly, less than half of the classified staff
members believe they are valued at work. Of 57
classified respondents, 38 agree/strongly agree
that all employees in the school are treated
equally. 19 disagree/strongly disagree.

At the end of interviews, interviewers asked staff
members if there was anything else they would
like to add to the interview. Sample responses
follow:
•

“Retention is a tough decision, but we also
feel we are not doing kids justice by passing
them on when they are just not ready. Even if
the student’s parents also see the need for
retention so the student can catch up, they
[Central Office] don’t listen. We are doing
everything they ask of us, but they won’t
listen to our side when all we do is in the best
interests of our kids”.

•

“They [Central Office] bog us down with too
much, seems to make things harder for us.
They’re not from around here, like our
leadership, who know the kids and
community. They nitpick everything we do.
No trust at all. They don’t have a pulse as to
what we need. They don’t answer our
questions. A strong disconnect between the
schools and Central Office!”

*Classified staff represent a large number of
employees from several work areas, i.e., cafeteria,
transportation, maintenance, clerical, etc.

Figure 5 Classified personnel responses
to equal treatment
All employees in this school are treated equally.

8.8%

24.6%

33.3%

33.3%

Strongly disagree 24.6%

Disagree 33.3%

Agree 33.3%

Strongly agree 8.8%

Many classified personnel recognize MCSC’s
efforts to treat staff and students equally while
demonstrating an awareness of diversity. In
contrast, many commented on the unequal
treatment of all staff.
One staff member wrote …
Administration should involve employees in
decisions about their positions/jobs, more
consistency in practices across the schools.”
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3.1.4 Student data (K–5)

3.1.5 Student data (6–12)

The K–5 student data shows, overall, that nearly
80% of students have positive opinions about the
questions asked. Almost 90% of K–5 students
believe their teachers care about them.

The survey data from students in grades 6–12 is
similar to that of the staff data. There is an even
split between positive answers and negative
answers. However, two things stand out:

Figure 6 Student K–5 responses to
teachers caring about them
My teachers care about me.
3.0%

7.2%

Students do not believe that
adults are aware of the bullying,
nor is it addressed consistently.

89.8%

Yes 89.8%

Similar to the K–5 students,
bullying is an extreme
concern; and

No 3.0%

Figure 8 Student 6–12 responses to
adults aware of bullying
I don't know 7.2%

The adults in my school are aware of the
amount of bullying that goes on between
students in my school.

The data trend shifts, however, when bullying is
the topic. In the three questions about bullying,
around 50% of the students didn’t know how to
answer or report such behavior and felt teachers
were unaware of the problem.

11.8%
28.6%

Figure 7 Student K–5 responses to adults
knowing about bullying

25.2%

The adults in my school know about the bullying.
34.5%

28.0%

Strongly disagree 28.6%

Diagree 34.5%

Agree 25.2%

Strongly agree 11.8%

57.6%
14.4%

Yes 57.6%

No 14.4%

Global Consulting Solutions
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Figure 9 Student 6–12 responses to
administrators addressing bullying
The building administrators in our school
address bullying consistently.

3.1.6 Other student data
At the end of the interviews, interviewers asked
students, “If you were in charge of this school,
what would you change to make it a better place
for students?” Some student responses follow:

Elementary:
10.1%

•

“Longer recess, more free time, different
specials, no bullies.”

•

“Dress code is extreme; how does my choice
of clothes affect other people?”

•

“Some teachers make students feel stupid.”

•

“When one student gets punished, the whole
class gets homework, when only the person
who does something bad should get
homework.”

•

“There are a lot of kids bullying each
other and starting fights. Teachers and staff
should treat others according to how special
they are.”

19.3%

32.8%
37.8%

Strongly disagree 19.3%

Diagree 37.8%

Agree 32.8%

Strongly agree 10.1%

Middle:
One student commented …
I do not feel like bullying on the buses is properly
addressed. There is also a lot of homophobia,
ableism, and transphobia in the classrooms. Please
fix this, I don't feel safe.”

•

“Teachers need to use a variety of teaching
methods.”

•

“I would have training on how to have open
conversations.”

•

“If teachers hear about anything going on,
they pose consequences.”

•

“I would change the environment.”

High:
Another student stated …
People in my school are disrespectful to teachers
and staff, and some staff don't care about what is
going on. I do not feel safe in almost any part of the
school because of the way kids will talk about
fighting and other things while teachers turn the
cheek and don't say anything about it. I also feel, as
a transgender student, that I am targeted for
bullying and I don’t feel like there is an easy way to
report it without having to jump through hoops to
get the attention of the administration.”

Global Consulting Solutions

•

“Advanced
Placement
classes
appearance of the school.”

is

for

•

“Mandatory financial literacy classes are
needed.” “Finance should be a requirement
not an elective.”

•

“Teachers should take into account how
students learn in their classes, take into
account learning styles”

•

“More choice in how they complete an
assignment.”

•

“Many required classes should be elective, for
example, swimming.”

16

3.1.7 District leadership data
Out of 20 respondents, only 11 believe Central Office values them. This can also relate to the data from
other MCSC personnel surveys. This growth area appears to start in Central Office and spreads to other
MCSC employees, ultimately affecting students.

3.1.8 Family data
Families in MCSC have an overall positive outlook on equity within the schools. Each question has a higher
positivity rate than negative.

Figure 10 Leadership responses to
families feeling welcome
I feel welcome at my child(ren)’s school.
5.7%

Although this is promising, there are still many
areas for improvement, especially in the area of
communication and equity within special
programs.

5.7%

A parent comment …
10.0%
33.6%

I would like more programs for special needs
and to not feel pressure to integrate my child
with Gen Ed.”

45.0%

Strongly disagree 5.7%

Diagree 10.0%

Agree 45.0%

strongly agree 33.6%

unable to answer 5.7%
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4. Key findings and
recommendations
The intent of this report is to translate
stakeholder perspectives into an objective,
individualized priority plan for MSCS based on
qualitative and quantitative research methods.
Overall, the analysis shows how district and
school policies and procedures impact students
and student achievement.

The Audit Team’s qualitative and quantitative
data analysis revealed growth opportunities to
further MCSC’s commitment to diversity, equity,
and inclusion. In this report, they are grouped
under the Audit Team’s three key findings. These
key findings suggest ways MCSC could promote
diversity, equity, and inclusion. Additionally, they
reveal opportunities for improving school
academic measures for underrepresented
student groups creating an improved learning
environment.

The three key audit findings are as follows:

SYSTEMIC
PROCESSES

ORGANIZATIONAL
CULTURE

COMMUNICATION
STAFF MORALE &
EFFICACY

While the overall survey data findings reflect that
stakeholder generally approve of MCSC efforts,
there are still opportunities for the advancement
of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) within the
schools. In addition to three key findings, the
Audit
Team
recommends
additional
improvements to realize equitable outcomes and
experiences for students and families. Leaders
should incorporate these DEI recommendations
into a broader organizational change process
based on study findings. It is imperative that
MCSC communicate a clear commitment to
diversity, equity, and inclusion before working
towards operationalization of these goals. It is
equally crucial that leaders examine how
individuals confirm or confront inequity issues.

Global Consulting Solutions
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4.1 Finding 1—Systemic processes
4.1.1

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

The existing MCSC strategies, policies, and
procedures help address and promote DEI
opportunities. However, MCSC could do much
more.
MCSC’s shared goal should be systemically and
mutually reinforcing policy, programs, initiatives,
and actions to sustain an equitable learning
environment and address the opportunity gap at
every level of the organization. This effort would
consist of a DEI-focused review of school
policies and practices6 that affect:

MCSC has a variety of strategies, policies, and
procedures in place to address and promote DEI
opportunities.
90% of surveyed leadership agreed or strongly
agreed that MCSC values diversity and works to
see that policies, communications, and directives
are inclusive and respectful.7 Additionally, 80%
of leadership and 86% of certified staff agree or
strongly agree that district leadership makes an
effort to hire, celebrate, and recognize people
from different backgrounds, races, and cultures.8
6 District and

School enrollment

school mission and vision statements, school improvement plans,
educational equity and school improvement documentation, statements, and
instructional practices.
7 MCSC Leadership Survey, 2022.
8 MCSC Leadership and Certified Staff Survey.

Classroom diversity

Faculty recruitment

Support and retention

Discipline and concomitant
suspension rates

Achievement outcomes

Training

Rigorous, culturally relevant
instruction for all students

Classroom management practices
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Table 10 Minority Educator make up

Table 11 Overall minority staff

Full Time Educators

20.9

21

2020

2021

16.5

13.4
2015

Black/Africa-American

13

15

2014

20

12.6

0.7%

2013

Asian

14.5

25

20.8

Race/Ethnicity

19.6

Percent of Overall
Teaching/Administrator Staff-Minority

10

13.0%

5

2019

2018

2017

0.0%

2016

0

Hawaiian or Pacific Islander

Percentage by Year

Hispanic

6.6%
Table 12 New minority hires

Multiracial

0.7%
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9.1

7.1
2010

5.6

6.7

10

2009

15
5

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

2014

2012

0

2011

The
percentage
of
overall
minority
teaching/administrator increased showing a
consistent upward trend 2013-2021. The percent
of new minority hires has been less consistent
2009-2021 with the highest percent during the
2016 school year. 2021 minority hiring increased
by 13% after a decrease of 13% for 2019-2020.

32.8
20

25
20

2013

78.7%

25

30

White

26.7

35

33.3

33.3

40

2015

0.2

29.8

45

2016

Native American

41.2

Percent of New Hires - Minority

Percent by Hire
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In 2017, the incumbent superintendent sought
information from local stakeholders to rewrite
the MCSC mission and vision statements, as
follows:

MCSC Vision Statement
Every Child. Every Day.
Whatever it Takes.

MCSC Mission Statement
Merrillville Community School
Corporation:

•

•

•

Creates quality learning experiences by
setting standards that engage students to
reach their highest potential.

The MCSC vision statement appears to be the
guiding principle for the school system as a
whole, at least in certain respects. District
stakeholders effortlessly articulate it and it is
posted widely,11 and 95% of surveyed leadership
agree or strongly agree that the mission
statement addresses equity or implies the
importance of education equity. Additionally,
MCSC’s focus on academic achievement aligns
with the MCSC mission and is an essential
foundation for educational diversity, equity, and
inclusion.
MCSC builds on the mission statement in faculty
and student handbook. In the 2021–2022 Mission
and Vision Goals for Students document, for
example, Goal 11 has a focus on understanding
cultures and Goal 16 is about diversity and the
respect of individual differences.

From the 2021–2022 Mission and Vision
Goals for Students:

Provides learning environments that are
enhanced through meaningful relationships
that give students a global perspective.

Goal 11- Understand other cultures, both

Empowers students to believe they can be
successful.

Goal 16- Understand diversity and respect

past and present, and the growing
interdependence of all nations.
individual differences

Also in 2017, a MCSC team took the information
the superintendent gathered and created the
2017–2018 Strategic Plan. The plan is based on a
set of guiding principles: equity, consistency and
continuity, growth mindset, high expectations,
diversity, and communications. Further, MCSC
identified values and core commitments based
on those values.

The faculty handbook also mentions equitable
opportunities in many areas. Policy #7, for
example, describes the importance of “providing
a wide range of instructional materials…which
reflect diversity.” Board agendas mention
instructional programs that reflect instructional
excellence,
including
the
Tango-Tango,
Edmentum, and CNA textbooks.

MCSC updated the 2017–2018 Strategic Plan in
2019,9 and the principles and priorities in the
2019–2024 Strategic Plan also address creating
and maintaining an equitable environment for
students and teachers. The newer plan aligns
with strategic plan and has a more academic
focus. Additionally, the new plan details why the
MCSC exists and its four core commitments.
These four commitments focus on diversity,
equity, and inclusion and celebrate diversity, high
expectations, understanding and awareness of
differences,
and
trusting
collaborative
relationships. The Plan has goals that relate to
each of the four commitments.10

Although the MCSC vision or mission statements
do not directly mention diversity, equity, or
inclusion, these principles are mentioned
elsewhere. The MCSC mission statement
includes the phrase, “meaningful relationships
that give students a global perspective,” and the
2021–2022 Mission and Vision Goals for Students
includes, “understand diversity and respect
individual differences.”

9 2019–2024

Strategic Plan On-a-Page.
Strategic Plan Overview, Strategic Plan on the MCSC website.
page, district and school web pages, school improvement
plans, student and family handbooks and some Pirate Pride newsletters.
10 2019-2024

11 District information
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Individual schools’ mission statements loosely aligned with MCSC’s mission/vision with respect to DEI.
School mission statement language included, “inclusive environment, diverse experiences, promoting
equity and diverse community.” And all schools display the MCSC vision statement on their website home
pages. However, not all schools have fully embraced the essence of the MCSC vision and mission
statements by echoing the commitment to DEI.
It is unclear how staff members use the vision and mission statements to guide decisions concerning
equitable programming, staffing, interventions, curriculum, and instructional practices. The MCSC mission
or vision statements are not in the classified staff, 2019 teacher, and central office support staff
handbooks.12 Staff, student, and parent interviews reveal that stakeholders could recite the MCSC vision
statement but not the mission statement. Most school staff could recall parts, at best. Some could loosely
connect parts of the mission statement to other school goals, while others were not sure. Table shows
selected interview responses relating to the mission statement.

Table 13 Stakeholder interview responses regarding MCSC vision statement
Teachers
•
•
•
•
•

“Every child. Every day. Whatever it takes.” (Staff in unison)
“Not sure what is done with it. Perhaps can be communicated better.”
“I don’t think we have one.”
“It’s ‘Be respectful, be kind, be safe.’”
“I am not sure.”

School Leadership
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Every child, every day, whatever it takes, I think.”
“Pirates-Preparing our kids for the future-Safe students, something about society.”
“Every child, every day, whatever it takes. Can lose sight sometimes, a lot emphasis on problems vs solutions.
Ups and downs.”
“I have no idea. I’m sure it’s posted somewhere. Not embedded in my head. I don’t know.”
“Has changed so many times. We need to redo it. We do have the slogan-Every Child-Every Day-We also have
something about pirates posted. We have the corporation vision but we should have our own.”
“The superintendent starts all meetings with the WHY we are here. Good grasp of vision and it is communicated.”

Classified Staff Members
•
•
•
•
•
•

“We think it is every student, every day, whatever It takes.”
“I don’t know.”
“We all work together for students to do the right thing, dress appropriately.”
“We don’t have a mission but we have a mantra that we say every morning on the announcements.”
“It’s kinda like being on a roller coaster. The way the mission is important is relative to that group.”
“Every kid. Every day. Whatever it takes-I think, but that might be the district motto.”

Consistently, interviews indicated a need for clarity in MCSC communication. When asked how campus
leadership communicates and models the school mission statement for student learning, all interviewed
staff struggled to differentiate between the corporation mission statement and school mission and vision
statements. Some teacher interview groups had a representative on the committee to develop a new
mission statement. Yet not all interviewees were aware that a committee was seeking input from teaching
teams at the elementary level and departments at the high school level. Even though some staff members
said leadership was effectively communicating the statement, they also expressed doubts that was
actually happening. Table 14 shows other responses to the MCSC mission statement question.
12 Staff

and faculty handbooks, employee agreements, various MCSC Dropbox files.
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Table 14 Stakeholder interview responses regarding MCSC mission statement
Teachers
•
•
•
•
•
•

“The mission and vision are not valued or valid.”
“It in our newsletters.”
“It is communicated through leadership: She (principal) is always there to support the kids and teachers.”
“It is communicated by postings in the hallways, stairways, student handbook. We hear that it’s all about the
children often.”
“We model and discuss it with the school.”
“It is on all emails, newsletters, etc. Our leadership communicates our mission very well but I don’t think central
office knows what it means though. They have no realistic idea of what goes on in our classrooms. They don’t
abide by the mission statement. They love to run that mission, Every Child, Every Day, etc., but don’t live by it.”

School Leadership
•
•
•

“It’s communicated through reach-outs, through emails-Support of PBIS [positive behavior interventions and
support] and SEL [social emotional learning] training.”
“Every Child. Every day. Whatever it takes. That phrase is well communicated. Mission is not well stated. Not sure
what is done with it. Perhaps can be communicated better.”
“Appears on all memos and district communications.”

Classified Staff Members
•
•

“We model and discuss it with the school.”
“I feel like I am stifled. I have resistance to most questions I ask so I’ve stopped asking or I have more work put on
my plate as a result. I don’t feel like there is communication at Central [Office] which is evident and then a lack of
communication with us at the administrative levels.”

When MCSC Central Office leadership responded about the mission and vision statement and how they
facilitate equitable opportunities for all students, many explained that the existing mission statement needs
to be revised to focus on students consistently. Leaders identified the process as collaborative, but they
also saw it as under development. Almost everyone interviewed appeared to articulate the theme of
“student and family first.”
School and classroom observations revealed the MCSC mission statement was not visible throughout
school hallways, common areas, or classrooms. However, the Audit Team saw the MCSC vision statement
posted in several schools. Though the MCSC mission statement covers all schools, a review revealed that
each school has also developed school improvement plans specific to its learning environment.13
13 MCSC

2020-21 School Improvement Plans.
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4.1.2 Recommendations- Systemic Processes
PRIORITY RECOMMENDATIONS
•

Develop a DEI Strategic Plan that is linked
to or embed within the overall district
strategic plan. The DEI strategic plan will
create the mechanism to monitor
achievement and opportunity gaps that
exist
among
specific
student
demographics, policy adherence, and
include a robust strategy to address
disparities.

ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS
•

Include diversity, equity, inclusion, and
culturally-relevant vocabulary in district
communication, documents and policies.
Encourage the use of a common lexicon
across the district.

•

Visibly link the district’s DEI commitment
(may be gleaned from the DEI Strategic
Plan) to the mission statement clearly and
consistently communicate this to all
stakeholders.

•

Post current, proficient student work to
help students self-reflect and learn from
each other. The artifacts should relate to
the curriculum (e.g., work that satisfies a
lesson rubric).

•

Create a diverse collection of students,
teachers, staff members, and senior-level
administrators to serve on a DEI Advisory
Council that represents the voice of the
stakeholders and supports the execution
of the DEI goals and accountability.

•

Add posters and other materials in the
classrooms that display a diversity of
cultures,
backgrounds,
ethnicities
reflective of the student and families.

•

Develop a robust recruiting strategy that
focus on diverse talent pools for teachers
and other staff members. Assess the
current hiring process, including a review
of job descriptions and interview
procedures for the mitigation of bias.

•

Introduce and equip teachers and
administrators
with
standards-based,
culturally-responsive instruction to help
students rapidly build brainpower, or what
many call “intellectual capacity.”14 Expand
culturally responsive instruction in the
professional development series for
teachers.
14 Zaretta

Hammond, 2015.
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4.2 Finding 2—Organizational Culture

A school's organizational culture provides a sense
of identity, promotes achievement orientation,
helps shape standards and patterns of behavior,
creates distinct ways of doing things, and
determines direction for future growth.” 15

4.2.1 Welcoming school climates
Overall, MCSC campuses are clean and positive.
Most physical spaces and classrooms facilitate
movement and interaction. Staff members
described the schools as warm and welcoming
to students and the community. They said they
spend time outside and, in the hallways, greeting
students.

The climate is caring. Teachers said they do
whatever they can to make school comfortable
for students to learn. Many shared that what they
like most about working at their respective
school are the teacher relationships, students,
and courses taught. Leadership talked about
enjoying working with their teams and their
teachers’ passion for students and their work.
Most staff spoke highly of their school leaders.
The “student and family first” theme appeared to
be articulated in almost every interview with
Central Office leadership.

A principal shared …
[Teachers] go above and beyond what is in their job
description to serve students.”

One teacher explained …
We greet our kids and know all of them by name.
My kids see their fourth-grade teachers as
mentors.”

Others said …
Feels like family here because this is a small
school... We disagree like a family and have fun like
a family.”
“… staff comradery …”
“… comfortable, safe …”
“I love this school, my staff, kids, and coworkers.”

15 Teasley,

2017.
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While the majority of interviewed school staff described the learning environment positively, the overall
climate for some schools is different. Some staff members used terms like “stressful,” “toxic,” and “very low
morale.” These types of staff responses regarding the school climate are shown in Table 15.

Table 15 Stakeholder interview responses regarding the school climate

•
•
•
•

“Stressful and low morale. There’s a lot of tension. Getting back to normalcy and getting kids acclimated back to
pre-COVID era.”
“Toxic, not good. Leadership is not here to support us.”
“Mediocre at best. Good days and bad days. Everybody in their own little groups. Sometimes very frustrating.”
“No communication.”

The majority of students interviewed feel the
adults in their schools treat them well. For
example, students said teachers and staff care
about them and how they are doing on their
schoolwork, and protect them (e.g., security
cameras, security cars, guards on campus). One
student group stated they feel welcome
because some teachers have rating signals next
to the door of how students may greet the
teacher upon entering the classroom, such as:
say hi, wave, fist bump, or hug.

Students shared …
“School is very diverse.”
“The school is fun.”
“Most people come to the school to learn.”
“Staff keep people safe.”
“Teachers are nice.”
“A new student was welcomed by the teacher then
the teacher followed up with him.”

As listed in the commendations, staff members
said MCSC is inviting to the community and
families. They reported that they welcome
parents to the school through PTO, parentteacher conferences, and academic programs.
The community gives support in return: churches
donate school supplies, there are food drives, the
student council hosts a glove and hat drive, and
there is a pet supply drive. These activities and
others raise scholarship money for former
students. Parents come in once a month to
celebrate students of the month. An impressive
90% of certified staff agree or strongly agree to
the statement: Our school makes an effort to
be welcoming, understanding, and kind
towards
parents/caregivers.16
Schools
communicate with parents through memos,
newsletters, and student progress notices.
Interviews indicated that staff believe that
COVID-19 protocols have created a breakdown
in parent communications, and no one knows
how to resolve this. The district has just hired
Family Engagement Specialist, but staff
members said that since there is a lack of
substitute teachers, staff members such as this
specialist are temporarily covering for teachers.
16 MSCS

Certified Survey.

“Teachers and students are very supportive.”

Parents commented …
“We are bringing back Title 1 engagement
activities.”
“We have a PTO but wish it was more active.”
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4.2.2 Equitable learning environments

4.2.3 Social and emotional learning

In most schools observed during the audit, the
learning environment was organized but lacked
much diversity. Routines and agendas detailed
class activities. Teachers planned activities to
support student learning and organized
classrooms related to lesson planning, using
core and supplemental resources without
respect to diverse people and perspectives.
Although observed instruction did not include
much diversity, most classroom libraries
contained books with diverse genres, content,
people, and perspectives.

When asked about social and emotional
learning, some staff shared that the district
purchased a program (PATHS). The training
consisted of a video, followed by a quiz and a
set of assignments to implement with students.
Teachers use the PATHS lessons during
homeroom, which happens twice each week.

The level of diversity of class resources and
visuals depended, for the most part, on the
teacher. Some teachers had diverse images and
items in different languages. Others had a variety
of visual aids and props, including graphic
organizers to support student learning. Several
classrooms had vocabulary and word walls, but
the team did not see words in students’ heritage
languages.

Staff members gave varying responses when
asked about social and emotional learning. Most
shared that they do what they can to help
students with their social needs. A social worker
who helps children, but that person can’t fully
support all students who need it. Most staff
members spoke highly of the work the social
workers do, but they are not aware of any
Central Office supports. Table 16 shows
stakeholder responses to questions about social
and emotional learning.

Interactions between staff members in hallways,
common areas, and class transitions at most
schools seemed cordial, positive, and respectful.
Staff members, particularly grade-level teams at
most schools, portrayed a shared and
collaborative culture. Assessors observed
collaborative
planning
between
teachers
teaching the same grade and content (e.g.,
eighth-grade science). Administrators were not
present or visible during transitions between
classes at most schools. In addition, school
leadership was generally not visible at all
throughout some school visits. (School
leadership may have been teaching classes or
handling other responsibilities due to COVID-19.)
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Table 16 Stakeholder interview responses regarding social and emotional learning
Staff Members
•
•
•
•

“No training. Only how to use resources. Some have restorative circles, but no follow-up.”
“Our social workers help a lot with students SEL needs.”
“I think we hit that a lot. We have the PATH program. We always talk about kids’ feelings. Our social worker helps
and PATHS on resources and information. They teach us how to talk to kids and have peer groups.”
“Two hard working social workers that are overworked. A lot of kids have issues. They also check on our wellbeing. Always ask how we’re doing? Our team leaders are also great at checking on us. Need more of this from
admin also.”

Leadership
•
•
•

“In house training and district training, Student of the Month, teams have special PBIS activities, Fostering positive
relationships.”
“We have a whole director over that area. They have provided us with resources, liaisons, regional therapists
housed in this building, a lot of training, even training on brain trauma workshops for kids and staff. Working on a
room for students and staff who need to decompress.”
“We need additional supports in this area. We need behavior counselors/therapists and to implement PBIS with
fidelity/more social workers so they can work with student groups. We need these supports to be proactive
instead of reactive. Right now, we are in reactive mode.”

In interviews, Central Office staff praised the SEL
support services Central Office leaders provide
to meet the social and emotional needs of
students, faculty, and staff. While the effort is just
a beginning and more must be done, it is a
shining example of how MCSC currently
implements equity measures. Leaders discussed
student groups to address needs, faculty
celebration day, wellness efforts for staff, and
other topics of concern.

4.2.4 Culturally responsive pedagogy
Culturally responsive pedagogy acknowledges
and embraces student cultures, languages, and
experiences and relates them to classroom
learning. Culturally responsive teachers are
aware of the various cultural backgrounds in
their classrooms and act as a facilitator of
lessons that resonate with each.17
Findings indicate that some, but not all, MCSC
curriculum and instruction focuses on creating a
culturally responsive environment. There is still a
need for practices and pedagogy that:
•

Include student cultural references in all
aspects of learning

•

Acknowledges, responds to, and celebrates
fundamental cultures

•

Offers equitable access to education for
students from all cultures18

Of staff members, 79% agree or strongly agree
with the statement: I feel skilled in the use of
culturally
responsive
strategies
in
my
classroom.19 Based on staff interviews, most
staff did not have a good understanding of
culturally responsive instruction (CRI) or how to
integrate it with the curriculum and instruction.
Most interviewed staff had some familiarity with
culturally responsive instruction. As with
educational equity, staff members gave varied
responses to explain the meaning of culturally
responsive teaching. A few staff members could
adequately
explain
culturally
responsive
instructional practices and relate their definition
to what was happening in their classrooms.
Some staff responses included: When asked
how staff implement CRI in classes, selected
staff responses regarding CRI are in Table 17.

Staff defined culturally responsive
instructional practices …
“Relating to the child and discussing everyone’s
likeness and similarities.”
“Made up as a whole.”
“Being aware of our students and where they come
from.”
“Being represented.”
“Shows people who are like the students in our
classroom.”
17 Guido,
18 MCSC
19 MCSC
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Table 17 Stakeholder interview responses regarding CRI
Staff Members
•
•
•
•

“Diversity seen in books and content.”
“I pick out books to make sure they are about all the students in my classroom.”
“I have a Jewish student in my classroom and I make sure we include her culture in the class and lessons, like we
learned about the Jewish customs and holidays-Hanukkah.”
“Pronouncing kids’ names correctly. Pictures, posters about different cultures, skin-toned crayons, knowing who
is at home to help kids and sending communication. Sometimes a mother or father is not present in the home.”

Leadership
•
•
•
•
•

“Expectations vary among teachers, some need to push harder, especially younger teachers who don’t know
how the “bar” should be/can be.”
“Starts with relationships. Have to know the individual and provide vehicle to express.”
“Instruction that includes unique qualities of all students.”
“The leadership team is not diverse and not very culturally responsive.”
“We just started with admin team with book study and guest speakers. Central office coordinates study circles,
SEL, social workers, corporation workshops. We need to send more teachers to trainings.”

Classroom observations reveal that a few
teachers implemented CRI strategies to differing
extents (e.g., real-life experiences, accessing
prior knowledge, cooperative learning structures,
graphic organizers, creative problem solving). A
few teachers offered students a rubric or scoring
guide showing what they needed to do to meet
expectations.
In some classrooms, teachers had expected their
students to progress to higher levels and gain
the necessary skills for success. In only a few
classrooms, The Audit Team observed rigorous,
challenging, and engaging instructional and
assessment practices (e.g., student-teacher
feedback, higher-order thinking skills (HOTS) and
critical thinking, open-ended questions, learning
reflections). Student groupings in many classes
are flexible and based on task and choice. It
appears that learning is also personally
meaningful to students in these classes.
Teachers tracked learning progress charts using
individual
students’
reading
and
math
assessment scores. Fall- and middle-year data
and content anchor charts were visible.
Sometimes the teachers referred to the anchor
charts during instruction.
Teachers consistently incorporated technology
into lessons using Google Classroom, programs
including Kahoot, and assessment software to
support student engagement and learning.
Teachers used technology to illustrate concepts
and teach content.
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In some observed classrooms, teachers aligned
instruction to clearly written objectives.
Assessors saw students completing authentic
work using higher-order and critical thinking
skills at depth-of-knowledge level two. They
used graphic organizers, learning charts, class
projects, visuals, videos, and audio support, but
without respect for diversity. In one classroom
two days before spring break, the assessor
noted that the teacher structured meaningful
review activities for students to engage with
content and objectives in preparation for prebreak assessments.
In contrast, other school and classroom
observations
revealed
experiences
not
conducive to CRI. Teachers did not tie student
work to a big idea connected to equitable
experiences and integrated with the curriculum.
Classroom observations showed the following
characteristics:
•

Students working passively at their desks on
teacher directed tasks, such as reading from
the board or worksheets.

•

Several students were disengaged in the
learning process with some resting their
heads on the desk.

•

Very little student input during instruction.

•

Little or no posted authentic student work
displayed throughout classrooms.

•

Very few to no posters or other visible
materials referencing different cultures or
perspectives.

Classroom observations showed that many
teachers did not have high expectations and
appropriate questioning strategies to engage
and motivate students. Only a few classroom
observations revealed rigorous instructional
practices: students engaged in active learning
and encouraged to set high expectations for
themselves through group work, effective
questioning techniques, partner work, quad
seating, bell ringers, student choice, and projectbased learning. Staff members said they believe
most teachers had high expectations for all
students, but assessors saw little or no evidence
of teachers with high academic or behavioral
expectations.

A teacher said …
We have an excellent staff and expect a lot from
our students. The LRE [least restrictive
environment] teacher helps us with lessons for
high expectations for our special ed students. We
have a lot of special education students here.”

An interviewed team shared that they believe
most staff members have high expectations for
all students, and the more a teacher expects, the
more they do. When interviewers asked
leadership if teachers have high expectations for
students, they said they do.

Leadership asserted …

*We acknowledge that our consultant's time in
the classroom was brief and the above
observations represents a limited view.
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I think [teachers] know we care and basically want
them to do well.”
“Sometimes I feel [teachers] do and sometimes
they don’t do such a good job. Teachers tend to
teach in small parts and assess the small parts
instead of challenging students to explore the
larger parts.”
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When interviewers asked students if their books
and lessons represented the diversity of people
in their community and society, the students
agreed but expressed some concerns. Students
agreed that they talk about different cultures
and personal differences.

Students reported …
To a certain extent, they represent the issue but
not current issues.”
“Issues that happened years ago they cover well
but not what is happening now.”
“In criminology class, the majority of the examples
are 1990–2013.”
“Demographics have changed so the curriculum
should be updated to fit the student body.”
“Black History Month is about slavery and only
during a week.”
“Disingenuous, the staff will pretend to be
interested.”
We keep learning the same thing over and over.”

4.2.5 Student engagement
In
some
classrooms,
though
teachers
demonstrated
the
desire
and
content
knowledge necessary to challenge and motivate
students, little student engagement and
instruction
were
happening.
Student
disengagement appeared due to student
distractions, misbehavior, or boredom. Wholeclass instruction methods, though commonly
used, reflected low rigor. Teachers gave
students little opportunity to engage in higherlevel thinking, acquire an in-depth understanding
of the lessons, or make meaning of the
concepts.
Classroom observations revealed some, but not
all, classroom teachers are using appropriate
questioning strategies to engage and motivate
students. Assessors observed little evidence of
student ownership. Students were on task and
following teachers’ instructions, but assessors
observed few students asking questions, leading
activities, or assuming leadership roles. Teachers
posted student work inconsistently inside and
outside
classrooms
and
rarely
gave
accompanying feedback, annotations, or praise.
Global Consulting Solutions

4.2.6 School and classroom discipline
While discipline is not an issue at the elementary
level, it is at higher levels. Most staff members at
the elementary schools said discipline is not a
big issue. Though some said they would like to
see more consistency with discipline, they had
procedures to handle problems. In contrast,
based on staff and leadership interviews,
discipline impedes instruction and drains staff
morale at the middle and high school levels.
Classified staff members said student behavior
is the largest school problem. All staff member
groups believe that response to behavior is
inconsistent and schools administration is unable
to do what is necessary to address behavior.
Elementary staff said they address each incident
separately. Staff members use PBIS on a
schoolwide basis, but each grade level does
different activities since PBIS is a rewards-based
program. They said their students shop with
points they gain based on their behavior. They
also have the Pirate Power program, in which
they select well-behaved students for a once-amonth
school
celebration.
In
addition,
businesses and the community come in to
support and help.

A teacher said …
We don’t handle discipline in a one-size-fits-all
manner .”

Several middle and high school staff members
said
discipline
is
not
equitable,
and
administrators do not treat incidences with
consistency. Staff members in one school stated
that administrators’ slow response time to
behavior calls creates a safety hazard. They
offered examples of incidents in which students
were injured due to a lack of timely support.
There also seems to be no consistency in
consequences. Some staff members reported
using progressive steps, while other teachers
said they had discontinued using progressive
steps and used the T-chart model instead. Table
shows stakeholder responses to discipline
questions.
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Table 18 Stakeholder interview responses regarding discipline
Staff Members
•
•
•

“We don’t know what happens when we send our kids to the office. No documentation when kid returns to
classroom. We need to know what happened. This is not communicated to us, ever. We have ISS. We hear about
PBIS but that’s not implemented. The Progress Discipline chart is not followed.”
“There is no discipline. Student behavior is terrible. No need to write up referrals. Students can have names in
SKYWARD (discipline program) and it disappears. Nothing done, student is back walking the halls.”
“Discipline is a joke here, and students know it. Some students are disciplined, some not. We don’t understand
why. Referrals are not put into the system. On the state level a school is deemed unsafe if numbers increase, so
the numbers are not reported and kids are sent back to classroom without consequences for behavior. This in
turn makes the school unsafe.”

Leadership
•
•

“It’s challenging. There is an upswing this year. We have Men on a Mission program. PBIS is integrated into
everything.”
“We have progressive discipline for minor offenses. We involve parents. Referrals come to admin team. It is a
challenge due to COVID changes.”

Data shows inequities in areas that include academics and behavior and opportunity gaps. Academically
speaking, there are no major concerns with inequities in grades 3–8. Yet in high school, the proficiency rate
of white students nearly doubles that of diverse populations.
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Table 19 School discipline

Behavioral data shows there are many ways to
improve educational equity. Nearly 64% of the
in-school suspensions were for African
American, Hispanic, Multiracial, or Native
American students, while only 7% were for white
students. Similarly, nearly 52% of out-of-school
suspensions were related to diverse students.
The expulsion data follows the same trend.

In School Suspensions
Race/Ethnicity
Asian

0.0%
Black/Africa-American

19.2%
Hawaiian or Pacific Islander

N*
Hispanic

11.9%
Multiracial

12.6%
Native American

20.0%
White

7.4%

Student Groups
Economically Disadvantaged

18.0%
English Learners

10.4%
Students with Disabilities

22.6%
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Table 20 School discipline
Out of School Suspensions
Race/Ethnicity
Asian

3.9%
Black/Africa-American

13.9%
Hawaiian or Pacific Islander

N*
Hispanic

7.6%
Multiracial

7.5%

When teachers build relationships with their
students through strong emotional supports and
high-quality teaching, it leads to increased
cooperation and engagement in the classroom
as well as fewer instances of exclusionary
discipline (Nishioka, 2016). Based on school and
classroom interviews and observations, studentand-student
and
student-and-teacher
interactions are mostly positive. Most students
interact with others in a positive, respectful
manner and were well behaved, engaged, and
focused on learning. Students transitioning
between classes were respectful of each other
and visitors. Overall, teachers and students had a
good rapport in classrooms. Teachers welcomed
students by name as they entered the classroom
and during classroom interactions.
Though teachers and students shared positive
interactive relationships, there appeared to be a
breakdown
in
teacher-and-administrator
relationships at some schools, but mostly
concerning Central Office. Several certified and
classified staff members said they have a good
rapport with principals but that they are
restricted at the district level. Certified and
classified staff members did not feel they have
good communication with or trusted Central
Office administration.

Native American

20.0%
White

5.2%

Student Groups
Economically Disadvantaged

12.0%
English Learners

6.2%
Students with Disabilities

20.4%
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4.2.7 School safety and bullying
Observers noted that most schools have safety protocols in place, as evidenced by posted procedures.
These procedures included walking in a straight line on the right side of the hall, talking levels, adherence
to team and school schedules, quiet class transitions, and appropriate student behavior. Staff members
and other adults were also visible in most hallways and common areas during class changes and school
dismissal. Doors were locked to bar intruders. However, The Audit Team did not need to sign in at all
schools. Students shared that classroom doors are always locked when closed.
Several students shared that they feel safe around teachers. They know that if they have a problem, they
can go to teachers for assistance. There was a consensus that the teachers are willing to “agree to
disagree.” Most students said they have a sense of belonging.
Most interviewed students said teachers are not aware of the amount of bullying, and many don’t care.
They added that the bullying begins on social media and continues into the school day. The majority of
students interviewed provided specific incidences of being bullied, harassed, or treated differently due to
race, gender, or mannerisms. Students shared that the adults don’t pay attention and the social worker is
still a stranger and will tell their parents what they say. Student Survey data showed that bullying,
especially for K–5 students, is a concern. 50% of K-5 surveyed students didn’t know how to answer or
report bullying behavior and felt teachers were unaware of the problem. Selected student responses
appear in Table 21.

Table 21 Stakeholder interview responses regarding bullying
Students
“Elementary:
•
•
•
•

“Kids are getting picked on every day.”
“At recess, I was being bullied, I told the recess monitor and they didn’t do anything.”
“Some kids get bullied a lot. If you tell your counselor, they will tell your parent, the parent says something and
nothing gets done.”
“A few of the students are just rude.”

Middle:
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Teachers think the kid is acting out when they are just responding to being bullied.”
“Students use racial slurs in the hallways and teachers don’t say anything."
“Teachers come in at the wrong time, suspecting that the student is the suspect when they are actually the one
being bullied.”
“Teachers do something when they do know about it.”
“People in my school are disrespectful to teachers and staff, and some staff don't care about what is going on.”
“Teachers say run to the nearest teacher, but you can’t run if you are getting beat up. They jump to conclusions
really fast; they don’t listen to our reasoning.”

High School:
•
•
•
•

“I do not feel like bullying on the buses is properly addressed. There is also a lot of homophobia, ableism, and
transphobia in the classrooms. Please fix this, I don't feel safe.”
“I do not feel safe in almost any part of the school because of the way kids will talk about fighting and other
things while teachers turn the cheek and don't say anything about it.”
“I also feel, as a transgender student, that I am targeted for bullying and I don’t feel like there is an easy way to
report it without having to jump through hoops to get the attention of the administration.”
“With all the racist things that happen here and the homophobic comments that are said, it is hurtful.”
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4.2.8 Educational and classroom equity
Curriculum is an interactive system of instruction and learning with specific goals, content, strategies,
measurement, and resources. A curriculum should represent and include many cultures, races, ethnicities,
and diversities for all students to benefit and receive an equitable education. Additionally, students should
have appropriate resources and opportunities regardless of barriers. Throughout the interview process, the
majority of teachers felt as though they had to provide and create equitable opportunities on their own, as
MCSC provided nothing. Some teachers stated they had bought “diverse books” and celebrated different
holidays, although there has been no training.
Teachers gave various responses when asked to define equity. However, some staff members had a fair
understanding of educational equity, but there was confusion between equity and equality. Others avoided
the definition altogether and did not respond to the question about what it looks like in their classroom.
Teacher responses included: students have choices, no favorites; meeting everyone’s needs in the
classroom; everyone has the same experiences and opportunities; all students have equitable tools for
academics (technology/access to materials and learning); everybody has the same – doesn’t mean equal;
meeting the kids where they are; and using different resources. One teacher referenced the common
equity visual of the three students looking over the fence, with and without boxes and without the fence.
When asked what educational equity looks like in their classrooms, one teacher shared, “For example, in
our reading groups some need one on one help once a week, some need it twice a week. Also, for
behavior, stand near them when they are off task, some need more attention. Table 22 shows other
responses.

Table 22 Stakeholder interview responses regarding educational equity
Staff Members
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Teacher’s lesson plans are differentiated based on needs such as language.”
“All students raising their hands and participating.”
“Students in each classroom getting the chance to make announcements.”
“PBIS does a lot of things for equity through the rewards program.”
“Pairing kids with students so both will progress and be successful.”
“Level up to what the kid needs.”

When asked how the school and leadership
support educational equity, staff said the
schools have support programs for making sure
students have equitable opportunities (e.g.,
response to intervention [RTI], English as a
second language [ESL], tutoring, mentoring, free
lunch). Teachers cited barriers to providing
equitable learning experiences for students.

Staff group members shared …
““Can’t meet them where they are because they
are behind, and we have to teach content at the
grade level.”
“Scheduling is sometimes a barrier to giving kids
equitable support.” “Some kids get treated certain
ways and others have a different experience.”
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When asked how school and district
administrators ensured that all students had
equitable experiences and resources, teachers
responded that local administrators follow
directions but it’s not what is needed and that
Central office tries, but they don’t have the
necessary in-house experiences and school staff
input. They said kids are given a fresh slate and
rewarded as the PBIS training recommends.
At one school, staff members believe they do
not have equitable resources. They lack reading,
writing, social studies, and special program
curriculum documents, textbooks, instructional
materials, and lab equipment. They said there
are very few support staff members at the
elementary school and few instructional aides.
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Students shared great concern that staff members did not equally or fairly enforce rules and
consequences. They overwhelmingly agreed the dress code is biased toward females and male athletes
(i.e., basketball and football). If a single student disrupted in the classroom, the entire class often received a
consequence.
Students stated that not all activities are accessible to all students, such as boys cannot participate in “girls
on the run” and that there is no activity for boys called “boys on the run.” Also, not all students are allowed
to be in the math and spelling bowls because not all students are smart enough or have the required
grades. Students do not believe the clubs represent diverse people and issues, but they believe library and
social studies books represent diverse people. Some students believed they were learning necessary
information and life skills. For example, they were learning math and reading, and in February, they learned
about Black history and different races. They stated they wanted to learn other skills, such as taxes and
managing finances. Students stated that when they needed things like school supplies, teachers provided
them. One student shared that the school gave students in need food to take home.

PRIORITY RECOMMENDATIONS
•

Explore and implement additional benefits
that address the health and well-being of
the faculty and staff and buffer against
burnout.

•

Expand
district
wide
professional
development series focused on DEI
related
topics
i.e.
Implicit
Bias,
Microaggressions, Cultural Competency,
etc. and other relevant topics. The
outcomes will increase knowledge and
interventions and introduce tools, skills
and strategies that reinforce connecting
across difference.

•

Implement district wide, courageous
conversations series that reinforces
understanding broaching such topics as:
o
o
o
o

Gender Identity;
Race;
Ethnicity;
Special Needs/Abilities;

•

Evaluate the effectiveness and consistent
application of the official disciplinary plan
district-wide. Monitor conformance and
implement corrective
action where
inconsistencies are discovered.

•

Re-evaluate the effectiveness of the
bullying prevention program specific to
challenges discovered at each school and
introduce or refresh training for all
employees on preventing, recognizing,
and
responding
to
bullying
and
workshops/awareness
sessions
for
students.
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ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS
•

Where possible, include staff members
in campus-wide decisions and embed
restorative practices within the master
schedule to allow staff members to help
cultivate caring classroom communities

•

Create a safe and brave space for
teachers and staff members to voice
concerns and needs through a defined
feedback loop i.e. anonymous surveys,
focus groups, etc.

•

Post visuals of academic and behavioral
expectations in all school areas,
including
the
cafeteria,
hallways,
classrooms, and restrooms.

•

Review budgetary expenditures to allow
for human capital in elementary schools
to support with student needs and issues
in a way that mirror the effective support
available at the high school level.
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4.3 Finding 3—Communications, staff morale, and efficacy
Staff actions and interactions play a significant role in an equitable school. The way staff members interact
with each other and with students, parents, and families impacts the climate of each building and each
child's achievement. Providing staff with adequate training, resources, and support is vital to school quality.

4.3.1 Communication
Based on focus group interviews, MCSC struggles to create effective and sustainable communication with
all stakeholders. There is also little effective and continuous dialogue centered on improving the teaching
and learning environment. There is no school-and MCSC-wide culture of systemic accountability.
Collaboratively developed, school-wide goals and outcomes, progress monitoring, and a culture of
systemic accountability for the success of all students does not exist.
When staff was asked what they least liked about MCSC or what they would like to see improved,
communication emerged as a common theme. Staff members expressed the need for clear, timely, and
consistent communication. They stated that they received information at the last minute or not at all. Some
staff said they were unaware of the team’s visit. Table shows selected staff member responses.

Table 23 Stakeholder interview responses regarding communication
Staff Members
•
•
•
•
•

“Communication is bad between staff, leadership, and central office.”
“The principal is trapped in the middle of the central office and the teachers.”
“Expectations from Central Office are not clear.”
“Communication with community stakeholders and focus is sometimes negative.”
“Some important things are found out on Facebook instead of from leadership.”

Classified Staff Members
•
•
•

“Sometimes there are changes to routines, procedures, etc. and some people (usually classified staff) are not
told...then we look like we don't know what we are doing. Or there are decisions that directly affect me, but no
one asked me before the decision was made.”
“Communication about what works best for each student.”
I feel like I am stifled. I have resistance to most questions I ask so I’ve stopped asking or I have more work put on
my plate as a result. I don’t feel like there is communication at Central [Office] which is evident and then a lack of
communication with us at the administrative levels

In the MCSC Family and FACES surveys, parents
also mentioned communication as a target for
improvement. However, the MCSC Family
Surveys shows 78% of parents agree or strongly
agree to the statement: My child(ren)’s school
regularly communicates with me regarding
academics. Regarding communication about
behavior, 73% agree or strongly agree.
The current MSCS FACES Survey had over 60%
of parents agreeing or strongly agreeing to the
statements: Communication with my child’s
school and teachers have been on-going; I feel
comfortable communicating with my child’s
school and I feel school values my opinion as a
parent.
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Parents commented …
There is a need for higher administration to
communicate more.”
“Communicate about transportation.”
“I love the communication that the school gives
parents.”
“Communication about academics is poor, and it is
a struggle to monitor academic progress and
determine appropriate ways to supplement my
child's education.”
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The Audit Team saw parent newsletters,
brochures, and other communication documents
in schools and Central Office. Various
informational posters were on the walls. Schools
also have morning announcements. The MCSC
superintendent developed the 90-Day Plan to
identify key staff, initiatives, trends, and needs. In
addition, the superintendent conducts listening
tours on each campus twice each year in the
spring and fall. 20

Many staff members stated there is not a culture
of trust and open, honest communication. Staff
members said not everyone in MCSC feels
comfortable sharing concerns. Several teachers
stated they don’t have input into important
decisions or a voice in decision-making or issues
pertaining to their teaching. Only 66% of
surveyed staff members feel school leadership
and administration value and listen to them, while
72% agree or strongly agree that school
leadership gives staff the same opportunities to
participate collaboratively in decision-making for
the school. 21

A leadership comment from the District
Leadership Survey …
Central office needs to present a united front
before bringing information to principals and
teachers. The inconsistency and lack of
communication create confusion for the principals
and then the teachers. Expectations and protocols
are often not clear. When asking for guidance or
clarity, principals need supervisors who are willing
and able to roll up their sleeves and process
through, give examples, etc.”

Staff members shared that on the district level,
the superintendent is supportive and has started
a book study group. Teachers get some SEL
professional development. However, it is not
district-wide nor modeled from the top down
with an implementation plan. They said that they
had bias training in the past, but it was only a
single instance.

A teacher commented …

Though 76% of classified staff agree or strongly
agree that school leadership gives them the
same opportunities to participate collaboratively
in school decision-making, during interviews staff
expressed a desire to be more involved. Of the
group interviewed, 76% said they feel valued and
respected as a classified staff member. 22

4.3.2 Staff Training/Professional
Development
Teachers want deeper layers of quality
professional development on district initiatives.
These include professional learning community
(PLC) time to study and discuss instructional
materials with colleagues, content, culturally
responsive instruction, and social and emotional
learning strategies. Teachers stated they receive
little or no training during the school year.
Staff members also expressed a desire to
receive professional development in DEI, culture
and climate, restorative practices training and
self-care. Other responses included a need for
training in educational equity, SEL, traumainformed practices and teaching strategies.
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“PD in all aspects, including equity, has been
lacking for the last 5-8 years. This district has
historically been about learning and growing. Now
there is a lack of funding for teacher
workshops/trainings/experiences.
We
have
become very stagnant. We don’t promote our
teachers growing.”

With regards to training and resources to support
trauma informed practices in the classroom,
teachers shared they have had inadequate
professional
learning
opportunities.
They
received
one
professional
development
opportunity, an introduction to trauma-informed
practices. The teachers expressed the need for
more training to have a toolkit of strategies and
practices.
When asked about follow-up staff training and
processes after professional development,
several teachers talked about training at the
beginning of the school year and online
compliance training. Staff said the professional
development had little or no follow-up. They also
said there was no monitoring for training
strategies and implementation of practices.
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4.3.3 Staff Well- Being
After nationwide school closures during the
spring of 2020, schools reopened with
combinations of in-person, hybrid, and remote
learning models. Nationwide teachers had to
adapt to unexpected conditions, teaching in
unprecedented ways and using a variety of
instructional
patterns,
while
also
being
challenged to establish connections with the
school community. In addition, staff had to deal
with health concerns as some teachers went
back to in-person education during the height of
the pandemic. As a result, teachers’ levels of
stress and burnout have been high throughout
the pandemic era. Educators are also burdened
with concerns about a potential teacher turnover
and extra responsibilities addressing staff
shortages.
Several MCSC teachers talked about everyday
burdens, including staff turnover, COVID-19,
changes in administration, and discipline. They
have experienced a lot of change and most feel
undervalued. Interviews revealed that staff
morale is low throughout the schools and MCSC
at large. Staff members also said they don’t feel
appreciated or have a voice in decision-making
and issues related to their teaching.

Global Consulting Solutions
acknowledges the
unprecedented “teacher
fatigue” and frustration that is
not unique to MCSC but a
national trend. This sentiment
is likely to have impacted
some of the survey responses
and interview responses
quoted in this report.
Although open and honest,
there appeared to be relief
and appreciation in the effort
to sit down with multiple
stakeholders and listen to
these concerns.

Many teachers felt overwhelmed because they
had to take on extra classes due to COVID and a
lack of substitute teachers. Staff said there is no
support for teacher well-being. They talked
about receiving small perks, such as leaving
early on Fridays and Jean Days. There is a hotline
available for staff who need mental health
support, which has helped with the morale in
some schools. They had a staff emotional
assistance day to help alleviate burnout, there
was no way to express what they needed. And it
was a one-time event.

Teachers stated …
The principal tries hard to ensure she is listening
and not overlooking the team.”
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4.3.4 Recommendations - Communications, staff morale, and efficacy
PRIORITY RECOMMENDATIONS

PRIORITY RECOMMENDATIONS
•

Create a Strategic Communication Plan that maps to and reinforces the districts DEI strategic plan.
The plan should clarify the kinds of messages, audience, methods and cadence. Develop share the
mission vision, goals, strategies, action steps, and performance measures with the staff, parents,
and community.

•

Expand the visibility of the mission and vision statements across all district collateral (e.g., school
website home pages, letterhead, during meetings, in the media, etc.).

•

Explore opportunities to include building level administrators in discussions and decisions earlier in
the process.

ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Leverage the district website or social media tools to convey the status of DEI goals, strategies, and action
steps on regular basis.
Enroll staff members as ambassadors for MCSC by including them in the decision making process through
the feedback loops. Many of them live in the community, and have close relationships with MCSC parents.
While they might not agree with all district-level or building-level decisions, if they’re connected to the
decision making process, they are more likely to support them—or at least not disparage administration
and board members for making the decisions.
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6. Action planning template
The school or district team should complete this section.

Opportunity for Growth:
Barriers to success

Action steps

Timeline & person responsible

1.
2.
3.
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